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EDILTECO CELEBRATES THE OPENING OF THE
NEW EDILTECO FRANCE! 
Saint-Germain-Sur-Moine, province of Maine and Loira, France. Ribbon cutting for the new Edilteco
France. Leader in the production of leightweight thermal insultating screeds and in field of acoustic
and fire protection, Edilteco has expanded the production site in Saint-Germain-Sur-Moine that today
includes four buildings for a total amount of 7000 square meters. A double surface means first of all
brand new product lines. So, together with the superlight aggregate Politerm Blu and the already well-
tested premixed products, Edilteco France will manufacture on site the External Wall Insulation
products. Especially Ecap, forefront panel that needs a simple and safe installation, and that is
recognized as one of the best products of the Italian mother Company. The amount of investment?
3,5 million euros.

Saint-Germain-Sur-Moine, Thursday 25 June, 10.00 am. Invited together with suppliers and
collaborators to assist to the different phases of the production process and guided by those who
have given their heart and soul in the restyling of the French venue, the local authorities touch with
their hands and see for the first time the innovation branded Edilteco. “With this ribbon cutting,
“drapeau” de la France bleu, blanc, rouge, we want to thank all people and institutions that have
turned our project into reality. First of all technicians and suppliers. But also the Region and the
province of Maine and Loira.” This is Paolo Stabellini, president of Edilteco Group, who opens the
dances in the warehouse that prefer red and grey as all other present buildings, colors that are the
signature of the Italian Company. Next to him Laurent Mainy, managing director and Franck Pied,
marketing director at Edilteco France. “It’s easy to surrender to injury – adds Mr Stabellini – A lot of
people believe that beyond Italian borders there’s a sort of promised land, an Eldorado easy to be
conquered at a low cost. Actually in terms of taxes France doesn’t make discounts to entrepreneurs.
Nevertheless the industry is here considered a common good and so it is supported by a strong and
effective network of collaboration. A solid network that guarantees a real support because it is based
on the harmony between enterprise and public administration”. As a result of a constant ethical and
sustainable research whose goal is people psychological and physical wellbeing, the Edilteco-
branded innovation has allowed a family-owned Company loyal to its roots and with an annual
turnover of 30 million, to shine in the international construction landscape. There are indeed 40
countries in the world that host the production partners of the Italian group. These are Companies
that are sure of the added value supported by an exclusive technical know-how but accessible at the
same time, have purchased the exclusive technology made in Edilteco and are today able to
manufacture locally the products created by the mother Company. Among them, Politerm Blu,
superlight thermal insulating aggregate composed by virgin expanded polystyrene beads mixed with
a specific E.I.A (Edilteco Insulating Additive). A forefront solution ideal to prepare lightweight thermal
insulating screeds that satisfy the severe parameters of the protocols of environmental compatibility,
Itaca and Leed. Strong with its 27 employees and with a double surface if compared to the past (7000
square meters against the original 3700), Edilteco site in Saint-Germain-Sur-Moine has extended the



production. New entry of exception is Ecap, innovative prefinished thermal insulating panel born for
the thermal insulaton of ceilings and walls both internal and external. Easy to use (it is indeed
prearranged for the application of dowels) Ecap reduces installation time up to 60% if compared with
traditional exterior insulation system. So it becames the right solution to insulate in a good way and in
short time old as well as new buildings. Always been supporter of healthy, comfortable and
sustainable living, also from an economical point of view, Edilteco seems not to be afraid of
imitations.
Not even of China, country of the big occasions coveted but also looked askance. It’s inevitable to
face this country, that the Company from San Felice has been able to conquer thanks to the
partnership with Beijing Shun gang zhu bang Environmental Protection Technology Co. Ltd, industrial
company at the forefront of thermal insulation. “It’s more profitable to work with us than imitate our
products” observes Paolo Stabellini. But he doesn’t get distracted and comes back to the French
venue and its future. “In only ten years in France we have started with one single person and become
now 27 people. In the next three years we expect to hire at least 15 new employee”.


